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ABSTRACT
Background:
The National Early Warning Score (NEWS) is used to identify deteriorating patients in hospital. NEWS is a
better discriminator of outcomes than other early warning scores (EWS) in acute medical admissions, but it
has not been evaluated in a surgical population. The study aims were to (i) evaluate the ability of NEWS to
discriminate cardiac arrest, death, and unanticipated ICU admission in patients admitted to surgical
specialties, and (ii) compare the performance of NEWS in admissions to medical and surgical specialties.

Method:
Hospital-wide data over 31 months, from adult in-patients, who stayed at least one night or died on the day
of admission were analysed. The data were categorized as elective or non-elective surgical or medical
admissions. The ability of NEWS to discriminate the outcomes above in these different groups was
assessed using the area under the ROC curve.

Results:
There were too few outcomes to permit meaningful comparison of elective admissions so the analysis was
constrained to comparison of non-elective admissions. NEWS performs equally well or better for surgical as
for medical patients. For death within 24 hours the AUROC for surgical admissions was 0.914 (0.907 0.922) compared to 0.902 (0.898 - 0.905) for medical admissions. For the combined outcome of any of
death, cardiac arrest or unanticipated ICU admission the AUROC for surgical admissions was 0.874 (0.868 0.880) and for medical was 0.874 (0.871 to 0.877).

Conclusion:
NEWS discriminates deterioration in surgical patients at least as well as in medical patients.

Key Words:
Deteriorating patient, early warning scores, National Early Warning Score (NEWS), surgical patient safety,
medical deteriorating patient, observational study.
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INTRODUCTION
Early warning scoring systems1 are commonly used to identify sick or deteriorating patients, including those
admitted to surgical areas of hospitals2–13. Several publications suggest that early warning scores (EWS)
predict outcomes (death, cardiac arrest, unanticipated intensive care unit (ICU) admission) in surgical and
trauma patients3,7,9,12. Some researchers claim that EWS use reduces unanticipated ICU admissions6 and
cardiac arrests13; others report no impact on mortality5.

In July 2012, the Royal College of Physicians of London (RCPL) recommended the use of a standardised
National EWS (NEWS) for the initial assessment of acute illness and for continuous monitoring of all adult
inpatients, excluding women who are pregnant (supplementary material, Table 1)14. NEWS uses seven
parameters: pulse rate; breathing rate; systolic blood pressure; body temperature; neurological status using
the Alert-Verbal-Painful-Unresponsive (AVPU) scale; peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2); and the inspired
gas (i.e., air or oxygen) at the time of SpO2 measurement.

NEWS is based on the VitalPAC EWS (ViEWS)15, and is now widely employed in clinical practice in the
UK16,17. NEWS has been shown to be a better discriminator of outcomes than other EWS systems in acute
medical admissions18, but it has not been evaluated in a surgical population. The aims of this study were to
(i) evaluate the ability of NEWS to discriminate cardiac arrest, death, and unanticipated ICU admission in
patients admitted to surgical specialties, and (ii) compare the performance of NEWS in admissions to
surgical specialties with those to medical specialties.

METHOD
This research is covered by ethical approval from the Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire
Research Ethics Committee (study ref 08/02/1394).

Vital signs database and its development
A database of vital sign observations was developed, which were collected in real-time from adults (≥ 16
years) admitted to Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust on or after 25/05/2011 and discharged on or before
31/12/2013. Data from patients who were discharged alive from hospital before midnight on the day of
admission were excluded. Staff entered patients’ vital signs data at the bedside into handheld devices
running the VitalPAC software following the hospital protocol19–21. The following data were recorded:
date/time of observation (automatically by VitalPAC); pulse rate (bpm); systolic and diastolic blood pressure
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(mmHg); breathing rate (bpm); body temperature (oC); neurological status using the Alert-Verbal-PainfulUnresponsive (AVPU) scale; peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) (%); and the inspired gas (i.e., air or
oxygen) at the time of SpO2 measurement. Vital signs sets for which any vital signs measurements were
absent or physiologically impossible (i.e., obviously recorded in error) were excluded. The average time
between observation sets was determined by the VitalPAC software, with an average interval of 6-7 hours21.

Two data sets were extracted from this database.

Where the specialty at admission to the hospital was either General Surgery; Urology; Renal Surgery and
Transplantation; Colorectal; Hepatobiliary and Pancreatic; Upper Gastrointestinal; Vascular; or Trauma and
Orthopaedics the admission was categorised as surgical. Where the speciality was General Medicine;
Gastroenterology; Endocrinology; Clinical Haematology; Rehabilitation; Cardiology; Respiratory (Thoracic)
Medicine; Nephrology; Medical Oncology; Neurology; Rheumatology or Geriatric Medicine the admission
was medical. Admissions were further categorised by mode of admission, i.e. elective or non-elective.

No theatres data were available, so it was not possible to identify which patients admitted to surgical
specialties underwent surgery, or whether an observation set was pre- or post- operative.

Outcomes
For each admission (or episode of care) three outcomes (death, cardiac arrest and unanticipated ICU
admission) were extracted from the appropriate hospital databases. Analysis was limited to the first of any of
these three outcomes or, if none of the outcomes occurred, to the point of live discharge from hospital. Data
were not analysed from patients admitted directly on to critical care areas of the hospital. In addition,
episodes of care were excluded where (i) the episode had a first event before the first observation set was
recorded or (ii) the episode did not have an observation set within the last 24 hours before the outcome (see
supplementary material, Figure 1).

Data analysis
The mean and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for: patient age at admission; NEWS value; pulse rate;
respiration rate; temperature; systolic BP; and SpO2 for each of four admission groups – non-elective surgical;
elective surgical; non-elective medical; elective medical. Welch’s t-test s used to compare the episode mean
values for the non-elective surgical, elective surgical, non-elective medical, and elective medical groups.
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The outcomes used in the analysis were: death, unanticipated ICU admission and cardiac arrest, within 24
hours of the observation set, and the combined outcome of any of these three (Combined Outcome). Where
there were multiple outcomes, for example cardiac arrest, followed by unanticipated ICU admission followed
by death, only the first event to occur (cardiac arrest in this example) was used for analysis.

The frequency of adverse outcomes: death, cardiac arrest or unanticipated ICU admission among elective
admissions to medical and surgical specialties was too low to perform a valid analysis. Therefore, the ability
of NEWS to discriminate outcomes within 24 hours post vital signs observation was only evaluated for the
non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties, using the area under the receiver-operating
characteristic (ROC) curve22. The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) was calculated using (a) all
observation sets in the data set, and (b) 10 000 sample sets of one observation per episode by first picking
at random a time during each episode and selecting the observation set closest to that time23. When using all
observations, a 95% confidence interval was calculated for the AUROC and assessed the significance of the
differences using the methods set out by DeLong et al24, as implemented in the pROC25 package in R26.
When using one observation per episode, the AUROCs were calculated for each of the 10 000 sample sets
and the 2.5 and 97.5 centiles were taken as the 95% confidence interval. The significance of differences was
tested by computing the difference between AUROCs reported for non-elective surgical and medical
admissions in each of the 10 000 sample sets. The 95% confidence interval of the difference was estimated
from the 2.5 and 97.5 centiles – if the 95% confidence interval of the difference did not include zero then the
AUROCs were significantly different at the α = 0.05 level. Finally, p-values for the differences were estimated
by determining the largest symmetric confidence interval at which the range of the lower and upper
confidence interval did not include zero (i.e., beginning from the 0.01 and 100.00 centiles, moving in to the
0.02 and 99.99 centiles and so on until the interval did not include zero). The p-value was then calculated as
1 minus the confidence interval divided by 100. ROC curves were plotted for death, cardiac arrest,
unanticipated ICU admission and the Combined Outcome (i.e. any of these) within 24 hours of a vital signs
observation set.

For the non-elective surgical and medical admissions, the performance of NEWS was also analysed using
the EWS efficiency curve15, which plots the percentage of the total number of observations at or above a
threshold EWS value for escalation (a measure of workload assigned to responders) against sensitivity for
the Combined Outcome.
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RESULTS
Comparison of admissions to surgical specialties with those to medical specialties
The relative composition of admissions across all medical and surgical specialties is described fully in Table
1. In summary, there were 87 399 admissions, comprising 2 017 455 observation sets (see supplementary
material, Figure 1). Of these, 35 174 were admissions to surgical specialities (792 889 observation sets) and
52 225 admissions to medical specialties (1 174 574 observation sets).

A substantially higher proportion of medical admissions were non-elective than for surgical admissions
(93.3% vs 58.6%; p<0.001). On average, these non-elective patients were younger for surgical specialties
(mean age = 56.6 vs. 67.5) and were more likely to be female (52.6% vs 49.2%; p < 0.001). Overall, the rate
of combined outcomes for admissions to medical specialties was higher than for admissions to surgical
specialties Table 2). However, the number of such outcomes was very low for both medical and surgical
elective admissions (1.5%, 0.7%) and consequently did not permit a full analysis (see Discussion).

Comparison of vital signs in surgical specialties with those in medical specialties

The distribution of outcomes between the four patient groups, by number of vital signs observation sets and
patient care episodes is shown in Table 2. Non-elective surgical admissions and non-elective medical
admissions had similar mean numbers of observation sets per admission (25 vs. 24). The mean (SD) NEWS
value for the whole hospital stay was lower for non-elective admissions to surgical specialties than for nonelective admissions to medical specialties (1.5 (1.7) vs. 2.0 (2.1), p < 0.001. The percentage of observation
sets where patients were receiving supplementary oxygen was 14.8% for the non-elective surgical group and
19.1% for the non-elective medical group.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of NEWS values for all observations for the non-elective medical and nonelective surgical groups, against the Combined Outcome. The proportion of observations of NEWS values ≥
3 is higher for admissions to medical specialties, however observed risk is higher in patients admitted to
surgical specialties. The increased observed risk results from an increased risk of unanticipated ICU
admission rather than because of an increased risk of death or cardiac arrest (see supplementary material,
7).
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Table 3 shows the AUROCs for NEWS for death, cardiac arrest, unanticipated ICU admission and the
Combined Outcome (of any of these) for the non-elective surgical and non-elective medical groups. No
matter whether all observations or one observation per episode was used, NEWS always produced AUROC
values exceeding 0.80 for each category of patient for all of the outcomes except cardiac arrest.
Discrimination of the risk of death within 24 hours was particularly high, with AUROC ≥ 0.9 for both groups.

For the "all observations" analysis, NEWS was a better discriminator of death for non-elective admissions to
surgical specialties than for non-elective admissions to medical specialties (AUROC 0.914 (0.907–0.922) vs.
0.902 (0.898–0.905), p=0.003). There was no difference in the ability of NEWS to discriminate cardiac arrest
(p= 0.345), unanticipated ICU admission (p=0.555), or the Combined Outcome (p= 0.874) in either of the two
groups (Table 3). When one observation set per episode of patient care was selected at random, NEWS
performed slightly worse for unanticipated ICU admission and the Combined Outcome for non-elective
admissions to surgical specialties than for non-elective admissions, but performed the same in the two
groups for death and cardiac arrest (Table 3).

Figure 2 shows the “EWS efficiency curve” for NEWS using the Combined Outcome for non-elective
admissions to surgical specialties and non-elective admissions to medical specialties. This provides a
measure of the proportion of vital signs observation sets that would trigger at a range of NEWS values and
provides a measure of the sensitivity at that point. The RCPL recommends that a NEWS value of >5 should
trigger an urgent assessment of the patient by a clinician with core competencies to assess acutely ill
patients, and a NEWS value of ≥7 should prompt emergency assessment by a clinical team with critical-care
competencies. Figure 2 shows that a NEWS value of 5 would trigger such an assessment for 12.3% (NEWS
of ≥7: 4.4%) of observations performed on non-elective medical admissions, and this would result in the
detection of 70.2% (NEWS of ≥7: 48.7%) of Combined Outcomes. In these data, a NEWS value of 4 would
have a similar efficiency (11.0% of observations detecting 70.9% of Combined Outcomes) for non-elective
admissions to surgical specialties.

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that NEWS performed well in admissions to a group of common surgical specialties,
despite having been developed in a population of general medical hospital admissions18. Irrespective of the
sampling methods used to build a database for analysis, NEWS consistently produced AUROC values in nonelective admissions to surgical specialties that exceeded 0.800 for all outcomes except cardiac arrest. The
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AUROCs for non-elective admissions to surgical specialties are similar to those for medical specialties,
indicating almost identical performance. The finding that NEWS is a poorer discriminator of cardiac arrest,
compared with the other outcomes studied, also replicates the findings of the original NEWS validation study
in medicine18. This could be because cardiac arrest is less ‘predictable’ than unanticipated ICU admission and
death, sometimes occurring in the absence of antecedent physiological disturbance as an unanticipated,
sudden event. Moreover, cardiac arrest is a relatively ‘artificial’ outcome, being indistinguishable from death
for most patients, except for the fact that a cardiac arrest team is called to the former but not the latter, and is
also affected by the variable use of Do Not Attempt CardioPulmonary Resuscitation (DNACPR) orders. These
inevitably introduce an element of randomness, which can impact upon the discriminative power of any EWS
system.

Another important consideration in evaluating the performance of any EWS is the clinical workload that it
creates. The efficiency curves for NEWS for non-elective surgical admissions are virtually identical to nonelective medical admissions. Analysis of these curves shows that using a NEWS threshold of 5 generates
different workload and detection rates for the two patient groups (medical, workload 12.3%, detection 70.2%;
surgical, workload 6.1%, detection 60.6%) and similarly for a NEWS value of 7 (medical, workload 4.4%,
detection 48.7%; surgical, workload 1.8%, detection 36.9%).

Some authors have argued that disease-specific or condition-specific EWS scores might be required when
EWS systems are used outside the patient population in which they were developed27–29. The findings of this
study suggest that, for admissions to surgical specialties, a change in trigger level could be all that is
required as a NEWS value of 4 for non-elective admissions to surgical specialties has equivalent efficiency
to NEWS of 5 for medicine. However, it would be premature to recommend such a change, as further work
is required to remove the potential confounders of age, gender and whether they underwent an operation or
not.

This study has several strengths. It considers completed non-elective admissions to common surgical and
medical specialties at a UK district general hospital over 31 months. For all observation sets, all necessary
vital signs variables were collected simultaneously in a standardised manner as part of the clinical process
using an electronic device

19–21.

In addition, each vital signs observation set contained all of the necessary

factors to calculate a NEWS value. The study also has several weaknesses. For reasons already outlined in
a previous publication15, the recorded date/time of death used in this research is likely to be systematically late
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and, therefore, the number of observations followed by death within 24 hours is liable to be an underestimate.
Such errors are less likely in the database used to identify ICU admission. Other weaknesses are: this is a
single centre evaluation, which requires external validation; it was assumed that the hospital treatment of all
patients studied was optimal and equitable; data from patients who were admitted directly to critical care areas
of the hospital have not been evaluated; and patients on an end-of-life pathway could not be explicitly excluded
from analysis. It is standard practice within the study hospital to cease vital signs collection once a patient
enters the end-of-life pathway. Consequently, the study attempted to minimise the impact of retaining these
patients by the selection technique, through excluding admissions where there was no observation set within
the last 24 hours before the outcome, which would exclude a large proportion of such patients. Finally, no
account was taken of whether vital signs for surgical patients were measured pre- or post-operatively, and age
and gender were not analysed. These analyses will be undertaken in subsequent research.

SUMMARY
This paper describes the application of NEWS to a large vital signs database from surgical admissions to a
district general hospital in the UK and compares its performance with that in unselected admissions to
general medicine. The results of this research suggest that NEWS has similar performance in patients
admitted to surgical and medical wards, but that a change in trigger level may be required for surgical
patients. These results further strengthen the argument that NEWS should be adopted as a universal early
warning system for detecting deterioration in hospital.
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LEGENDS FOR FIGURES:
Figure 1
The distribution of NEWS values for non-elective admissions to medical specialties, and non-elective
admissions to surgical specialties using the combined outcome of any of death, cardiac arrest or
unanticipated ICU admission within 24 hours of a vital signs dataset. Observed risk shown with 95%
confidence intervals (CI).
Figure 2
“EWS efficiency curve” for NEWS using the combined outcome of any of death, cardiac arrest or unanticipated
ICU admission within 24 hours of a vital signs dataset for non-elective admissions to medical specialties, and
non-elective admissions to surgical specialties.

The percentage of observations at, or above a given NEWS value, or Activity (%) =

(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)

(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹+𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)

plotted

against the percentage of observations which were followed by the Combined Outcome within 24 hours, at or
(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)

above a given NEWS value, or Sensitivity (%) = (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)
Legends for Tables
Table 1: Patient Demographic and observation data regarding admission to one of four patient groups: nonelective or elective surgical specialties, non-elective or elective medical specialties.
Table 2: Distribution of outcomes between non-elective and elective admissions to surgical and medical
specialties, by numbers of admissions and observation sets.
Table 3. Area under the Receiver Operator Characteristic (AUROC) curves for outcomes studied (death,
cardiac arrest, unanticipated ICU admission and any of these, each within 24 hours of a vital signs dataset)
in the patient groups studied: elective or non-elective admissions to surgical or medical specialties. Figures
in brackets indicate 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
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Supplementary Material:
1. Figure 1: Flow diagram for the study
2. Table 1: The National Early Warning Score (NEWS)
3. Table 2: Table showing sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value
of NEWS for non-elective admissions to surgical specialties for the Combined Outcome as first event.
4. Table 3: Table showing sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value
of NEWS for non-elective admissions to medical specialties for the Combined Outcome as first event.
5. The relationship between NEWS values and the incidence of death within 24 hours of a vital signs
dataset for non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties.
6. The relationship between NEWS values and the incidence of cardiac arrest within 24 hours of a vital
signs dataset for non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties.
7. The relationship between NEWS values and the incidence of unanticipated ICU admission within 24
hours of a vital signs dataset for non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties.
8. “EWS efficiency curve” for NEWS for death within 24 hours of a vital signs dataset for non-elective
admissions to surgical and medical specialties.
9. “EWS efficiency curve” for NEWS for cardiac arrest within 24 hours of a vital signs dataset for nonelective admissions to surgical and medical specialties.
10. “EWS efficiency curve” for NEWS for unanticipated ICU admission within 24 hours of a vital signs
dataset for non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties.
11. ROC curves for non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties using the Combined
Outcome of any of death, cardiac arrest or unanticipated ICU admission within 24 hours of a vital
signs dataset
12. ROC curves for non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties for death within 24 hours
of a vital signs dataset.
13. ROC curves for non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties for cardiac arrest within
24 hours of a vital signs dataset.
14. ROC curves for non-elective admissions to surgical and medical specialties unanticipated ICU
admission within 24 hours of a vital signs dataset.
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